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Abstract

We develop a doubly periodic version of the Simple Convection-Permitting E3SM Atmosphere Model (SCREAM) to provide

an “efficient” configuration for this global storm resolving model (GSRM), akin to a single column model (SCM) often found

in conventional general circulation models (GCMs). The design details are explained, in addition to the extensive case library

associated with the doubly periodic SCREAM (DP-SCREAM) configuration. We demonstrate that doubly periodic cloud

resolving models are useful tools to explore the scale awareness and scale sensitivity of GSRMs, in addition to replicating biases

seen in the global models. Using DP-SCREAM, we show that SCREAM is a scale aware model as it is able to realistically

partition between sub-grid scale (SGS) and resolved vertical transport across the gray zone of turbulence. We show that

SCREAM is reasonably scale insensitive when run at resolutions from 1 to 5 km, but can exhibit sensitivity, particularly for

the shallow convective regime, when run at resolutions approaching that of large eddy simulations. We conclude that SGS

parameterization improvements are likely needed to reduce this scale sensitivity.
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Abstract14

We develop a doubly periodic version of the Simple Convection-Permitting E3SM At-15

mosphere Model (SCREAM) to provide an “efficient” configuration for this global storm16

resolving model (GSRM), akin to a single column model (SCM) often found in conven-17

tional general circulation models (GCMs). The design details are explained, in addition18

to the extensive case library associated with the doubly periodic SCREAM (DP-SCREAM)19

configuration. We demonstrate that doubly periodic cloud resolving models are useful20

tools to explore the scale awareness and scale sensitivity of GSRMs, in addition to repli-21

cating biases seen in the global models. Using DP-SCREAM, we show that SCREAM22

is a scale aware model as it is able to realistically partition between sub-grid scale (SGS)23

and resolved vertical transport across the gray zone of turbulence. We show that SCREAM24

is reasonably scale insensitive when run at resolutions from 1 to 5 km, but can exhibit25

sensitivity, particularly for the shallow convective regime, when run at resolutions ap-26

proaching that of large eddy simulations. We conclude that SGS parameterization im-27

provements are likely needed to reduce this scale sensitivity.28

Plain Language Summary29

Advances in computational resources have allowed climate simulations to be per-30

formed with very high resolution, which provides higher quality results. However, these31

simulations require a lot of time and computer resources to perform, which makes these32

models hard to use for the common scientist. In this paper we develop a high-resolution33

configuration which focuses on a specific point on the globe, enabling it to run fast and34

to use minimal computational resources. This allows users and developers to gauge how35

the model may perform before doing a computationally intensive global simulation. We36

show that this faster configuration is a useful tool to replicate problems that are found37

in the global model and is a valuable way to assess sensitivities of the model, particu-38

larly pertaining to choices made in its resolution.39

1 Introduction40

The next generation of general circulation models (GCMs) have arrived, taking the41

form of non-hydrostatic deep convection permitting global models. Pioneered more than42

fifteen years ago (Tomita et al., 2005; Satoh et al., 2008), the existence of global convec-43

tion permitting models (GCPMs) has become increasingly commonplace within major44

modeling centers around the world and has recently culminated in the first intercompar-45

ison project of such models (Stevens et al., 2019). This progress is due to the rapid in-46

crease in computational power. These GCPMs are typically run with horizontal grid spac-47

ings of 1 to 5 km and do not have deep convective parameterizations, thus they rely on48

the dynamical core to represent motions associated with deep cumulus convection. There49

has even been recent activity of extending some of these GCPMs to use horizontal res-50

olutions characteristic of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) either in a regionally refined con-51

text (Stevens et al., 2020) or multiscale modeling framework (Parishani et al., 2017); thus52

paving the way for potential global LES runs as we look towards the future.53

One of the newest additions to the GCPM family is a 3 km model developed by54

the Department of Energy called the Simple Cloud-Resolving E3SM Atmosphere Model55

(SCREAM; Caldwell et al. (2021)). A 40 day prescribed sea-surface temperature sim-56

ulation (Jan 20-Feb 28, 2020) using an immature and untuned version of SCREAM demon-57

strates the benefits of moving to high horizontal resolution when compared to the con-58

ventionally parameterized Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) run with a com-59

paratively coarse resolution of ∼100 km. Caldwell et al. (2021) reports that many long-60

standing biases typically associated with conventional GCMs are ameliorated simply by61

increasing the resolution to the kilometer scale; these include (but are not limited to)62

Amazon precipitation bias, frequency of light and heavy precipitation, the diurnal cy-63
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cle of tropical precipitation, vertical structure of tropical convection, and coastal sub-64

tropical stratocumulus.65

The results of Caldwell et al. (2021) and other recent high resolution modeling sug-66

gest many long-standing biases can simply be “resolved away”. This is exciting and pro-67

vides prospects for more accurate climate simulations to address pressing questions. How-68

ever, as it currently stands, GCPMs are still expensive to run and typical simulations69

are both much shorter in duration and run less routinely than conventional GCMs. The70

relative increase in computational expense of GCPMs therefore introduces new challenges71

in terms of model debugging, parameterization implementation, evaluation, and tuning.72

Historically, many modeling centers have supported single column model (SCM) config-73

urations for their conventionally parameterized GCMs (Bogenschutz et al., 2020; Get-74

telman et al., 2019) as a way to provide “rapid feedback” of model performance. These75

SCMs are often viewed as invaluable, if not essential, tools for model analysis and de-76

velopment (Bogenschutz et al., 2012; Park, 2014). However, a SCM is not appropriate77

for a GCPM since deep cumulus convection is expected to be resolved across multiple78

columns. While one could argue that a SCM could still be valid for boundary layer cloud79

regimes, the application of its use would be limited and situational.80

Given the large computational expense of GCRMs, a SCM-like proxy is desired to81

facilitate fast feedback and encourage science that may be impractical using the global82

model. To minimize computational cost, options such as a regionally refined model (Tang83

et al., 2019) or limited area model (Giorgi, 2019) are often supported by modeling cen-84

ters that provide GCPMs. However, regionally-refined and limited-area configurations85

are still relatively expensive to run and require expertise to set up for the desired region/regime86

of interest, so are not really suitable substitutions for SCM capability.87

We argue that the so-called doubly-periodic CRM configuration is an ideal simple88

and efficient configuration for GCPM development. In this configuration, the model do-89

main is configured on a cartesian planar grid with large-scale forcing provided from in-90

tensive observation period (IOP) field experiments and with lateral boundary conditions91

periodic in the x and y directions. Doubly-periodic cloud resolving configurations have92

already been used for many purposes including model validation against observations,93

gaining a better understanding of atmospheric processes, and to assess horizontal and94

vertical resolution sensitivity (Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2003; CHENG & XU, 2008; Krueger,95

1988). Though doubly-periodic CRMs are certainly more expensive than a SCM would96

be in a conventional GCM, they are still significantly less expensive than running a GCRM97

and have been widely used by the community because of their usefulness and digestible98

computation cost. While there is a rich history of studies using doubly-periodic CRMs,99

such models have historically not been able to run in global configurations. However, global100

and doubly periodic configurations are mutually beneficial.101

One of the most useful things a doubly-periodic CRM can be used for is to study102

the horizontal resolution sensitivity and the scale awareness of a GCPM in a computa-103

tionally efficient manner (Bogenschutz & Krueger, 2013; Larson et al., 2012). Whereas104

traditional SCMs primarily exercise the GCM’s physical components, a doubly-periodic105

CRM will exercise the model’s full equation set (i.e. both physics and dynamics). In ad-106

dition, it is trivial to configure a doubly-periodic CRM with a planar configuration to107

run with any desired domain size and resolution. This is counter to changing the res-108

olution in a global model, which is often a time consuming process that requires exper-109

tise due to the generation of the necessary input files and configuration of the model to110

run at the new resolution.111

Even if a particular GCPM is only configured to run at a particular resolution glob-112

ally (i.e. 3 km), it is important to gain insights on the horizontal resolution sensitivity113

and scale awareness of the model to account for future changes in resolution and to en-114

sure results are not dominated by discretization error. Should a particular model pos-115
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sess a large sensitivity in regards to the horizontal resolution, the doubly-periodic CRM116

can be an efficient vehicle to diagnose the cause while serving as a testbed to exploring117

modifications and potential parameterization deficiencies to reduce the sensitivity. In ad-118

dition, a doubly-periodic CRM can be used to gauge if the GCPM is scale aware and di-119

agnose any resolution limits. For instance, can a GCPM model that is configured to run120

at 3 km still be run at scales approaching that of ∼100 m without any necessary mod-121

ifications to its equation set or changes in regards to the parameterizations used? As com-122

putational power increases and the resolutions of our GCPMs become progressively finer123

(as they already are in the aforementioned select works of Stevens et al. (2020) and Parishani124

et al. (2017)), these are critical questions we must ask of our GCPMs.125

In this paper we introduce a doubly-periodic version of the SCREAM model (here-126

after denoted as DP-SCREAM). While these doubly-periodic CRMs have existed for decades,127

this is the first time that the E3SM code base (in which SCREAMv0 was adapted from)128

has been modified to satisfy such a configuration. In addition, we use DP-SCREAM for129

five established and diverse cases to examine the horizontal resolution sensitivity as well130

as the scale awareness of the SCREAM model. In this paper we define “scale awareness”131

as the model’s ability to adequately partition between the resolved and sub-grid scale132

transports as the resolution is modified. As an example, it is well established that pro-133

cesses associated with marine stratocumulus are largely sub-grid scale for a model with134

a horizontal resolution of 3 km (Cheng et al., 2010) and thus should be parameterized.135

As the horizontal resolution increases to that of LES (∼100 m) the expectation is that136

the parameterized transport gradually shuts off and the resolved dynamics takes over.137

We define “scale insensitivity” to mean that as the model resolution changes, the rep-138

resentation of clouds and thermodynamics remains relatively robust. It is often consid-139

ered a prerequisite that a model be scale aware in order to be scale insensitive (Bogenschutz140

& Krueger, 2013; Cheng et al., 2010; Larson et al., 2012). However, having a model that141

is scale aware does not guarantee that a model will be scale insensitive, as parameter-142

ization deficiencies, when run at relatively coarser resolutions, may degrade the simu-143

lation.144

This paper is outlined as follows; section 2 will give a brief overview of the SCREAM145

model as well as introducing the DP-SCREAM configuration. In section 3 we discuss the146

cases run for our experiments as well as the range of horizontal resolutions we exploit147

DP-SCREAM to. Section 4 presents the results of these simulations to help us answer148

the questions of whether or not SCREAM is scale aware and scale insensitive. Finally,149

in section 5 we discuss the implication of our results for not only the SCREAM model,150

but for GCPMs at large.151

2 Model Description152

In this section we briefly discuss the SCREAM model (section 2.1) and give an overview153

of the doubly-periodic version of SCREAM (section 2.2).154

2.1 SCREAM155

The model version used in this study is very similar to SCREAMv0 as documented156

in Caldwell et al. (2021), so only a brief description given here. The development of SCREAM157

is designed to fulfill the US Department of Energy (DOE) mission of focusing on compute-158

intensive frontiers in climate science. The ultimate goal is to make SCREAM as com-159

putationally fast as possible on exascale machines by writing it in C++. However, the160

initial version of SCREAM, SCREAMv0, was written in Fortran using the existing E3SM161

atmosphere infrastructure. At the time of writing, the C++ (SCREAMv1) implemen-162

tation is nearly ready for production runs but the infrastructure and abilities to run DP-163

SCREAM have not yet been converted to C++. Thus we use the Fortran version of SCREAM164

for this work.165
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The SCREAM model consists of nonhydrostatic fluid dynamics, a sub-grid scale166

(SGS) turbulence and cloud fraction scheme, a microphysics scheme, a radiation scheme,167

an energy fixer, and a prescribed-aerosol functionality. Specifically, the dynamical core168

uses the new nonhydrostatic version of the High Order Method Modeling Environment169

(HOMME-NH; Taylor et al. (2020)). The turbulence scheme is the Simplified Higher Or-170

der Closure (SHOC), which is a unified cloud macrophysics, turbulence, and shallow con-171

vective parameterization centered around a double-Gaussian assumed probability den-172

sity function (PDF; Bogenschutz and Krueger (2013)). The microphysics scheme is based173

on the Predicted Particle Properties (P3) scheme of Morrison et al. (2015). The gas op-174

tical properties and radiative fluxes are computed using the RTE+RRTMGP radiative175

transfer package (Pincus et al., 2019). While Caldwell et al. (2019) used a prescribed-176

aerosol version of E3SM’s modal aerosol model, the simulations used here employ an even177

simpler aerosol implementation that prescribes both cloud-condensation nuclei number178

and aerosol radiative properties from an E3SMv2 simulation. This new aerosol scheme179

is known as Simple Prescribed Aerosol (SPA).180

2.2 Doubly Periodic SCREAM181

The development of DP-SCREAM was broken into three pieces. First, the nonhy-182

drostatic version of HOMME was extended to run on a planar domain. Second, infras-183

tructure changes were needed to enable our code base to run on a domain of identically-184

forced columns and with the same location information. Third, the large library of cases185

and scripts developed for the E3SM SCM was extended to also work with DP-SCREAM.186

2.2.1 Planar HOMME187

The HOMME-NH dynamical core (Taylor et al., 2020) used in SCREAM solves the188

multicomponent compressible Euler equations in a rotating reference frame using Eu-189

lerian horizontal coordinates and a Lagrangian vertical coordinate, making the shallow190

atmosphere and traditional approximations. The lower boundary is a fixed material bound-191

ary, and the upper boundary is a (moving) constant pressure top material boundary. HOMME-192

NH uses mimetic finite differences (MFD) in the vertical with a Lorenz staggering and193

collocated compatible spectral elements (SEM) in the horizontal, and a vertical remap-194

ping for all variables to handle vanishing Lagrangian layer thickness.195

Although in theory the SEM method works for arbitrary grids, the existing imple-196

mentation was specialized to spherical grids. Therefore, in this work we extended the197

internal treatment of SEM to handle planar doubly periodic meshes. This involved the198

following changes to HOMME-NH:199

1. Removed the dependence of the SEM derivative operators (divergence, gradient,200

curl, etc.) on spherical geometry and replaced with general versions valid for any201

geometry.202

2. Added a planar doubly periodic mesh topology generation routine.203

3. Added a uniform (constant ∆x/∆y) planar doubly periodic mesh geometry gen-204

eration routine.205

By separating topology generation from geometry generation, it will be easy to add the206

ability to create non-uniform (but still topologically square) planar meshes in the future.207

Additionally, we implemented several commonly used planar test cases to validate the208

new model: the hydrostatic gravity wave (HGW) nonhydrostatic gravity wave (NHGW)209

and rising bubble (RB) tests from (Melvin et al., 2019). The main features still miss-210

ing from the planar version of HOMME-NH are C++/Kokkos support, semi-Lagrangian211

advection of tracers and the ability to use separate grids for physics and dynamics (phys-212

grid).213
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2.2.2 Infrastructure Design214

Similar to the E3SM SCM, DP-SCREAM uses forcing files derived by IOPs to pro-215

vide the necessary initial conditions, large-scale forcing, and surface fluxes (if available).216

DP-SCREAM makes extensive use of the existing E3SM SCM infrastructure, but with217

many modifications to suit the needs for this new configuration. Among these modifi-218

cations is the need to make all SCM related routines work on multi-node parallelism. The219

E3SM SCM was coded with the intention that it would only be run on a single-processor,220

however it is essential that DP-SCREAM be run with multiple processors to ensure ef-221

ficient run time. In addition, the interfaces of the atmosphere and land parallel input222

and output (PIO) routine also needed to be heavily modified to ensure that DP-SCREAM223

uses the same location and heterogeneous surface type throughout its domain for the par-224

ticular case being run.225

In DP-SCREAM, the domain size and horizontal resolution are determined by the226

user on the fly and the planar domain is set up to have the appropriate number of columns227

in the x and y direction to satisfy this. However, we still need to use E3SM domain files228

at initialization to determine on what point of the globe our domain will be set up at.229

By default, DP-SCREAM uses the files associated with ne30 resolution (corresponding230

to approximately 1◦ horizontal resolution) to determine the surface type of our domain,231

but not to initialize the atmospheric state. When the user submits a particular DP-SCREAM232

case the model uses the latitude and longitude specified in the IOP file to be the loca-233

tion for that particular run. This is to ensure consistent radiation computation across234

all columns, in addition to ensuring the correct surface type is used for that case.235

The surface type is determined by searching the E3SM domain files. The grid cell236

in the ne30 file that is closest to the IOP latitude and longitude determines whether the237

model is operating over a land, ocean, or sea ice tile (or some combination/fraction of238

these). If operating over a land point, for example, then the land model is initialized iden-239

tically for each column in the planar domain that matches the closest point to the IOP240

latitude and longitude. If operating over an ocean point then the data ocean model is241

initialized similarly. We note that at the time of this writing it is only possible to run242

DP-SCREAM with a data ocean model, as opposed to a fully interactive ocean. The land243

model can be run interactively or with surface fluxes specified (given they are provided244

in the IOP forcing file).245

The atmosphere is initialized identically at all columns using the horizontal winds,246

temperature, and water vapor (u, v, T , and q, respectively) specified at the desired start247

time in the IOP forcing file. To spin up the turbulence, random perturbations are added248

to the initial profile of temperature in all cells below 900 hPa. The location and mag-249

nitude of these perturbations can be adjusted by the user in the namelist settings.250

A new nudging routine has been added to provide the option of nudging DP-SCREAM251

to the IOP observations for u, v, T , and q. While the E3SM SCM has an existing rou-252

tine to nudge to IOP observations, it is not suitable for use in DP-SCREAM where there253

are many active columns with large horizontal spatial variability. Considering only T (though254

treatment of q, u, and v are analogous), the horizontal domain average (T ) is computed255

at each level. The temperature relaxation is then computed at each model level as256

ϕT = −(T − Tobs)/τ, (1)

where τ is the relaxation time scale (set by default to 3 hr for DP-SCREAM, but eas-257

ily modified by the user via namelist settings). The temperature at each grid point is258

then updated using this relaxation as259

Tforecast = Tbefore + ϕT ∗ dt, (2)
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where dt is the model time step. We note that nudging is typically not turned on by de-260

fault when using DP-SCREAM and its usage is case dependent (see section 2.2.3), with261

the ability to be switched on/off by the user via namelist option.262

To account for the effects of subsidence or ascent from large-scale vertical veloc-263

ity, which is often specified in the IOP forcing files, a simple routine was added to com-264

pute this effect on T , q, u, and v. Using T as an example (analogous for q, u, and v) this265

is computed as:266

Tforecast = Tbefore − dt ∗ ω
(
dT

dp

)
. (3)

2.2.3 DP-SCREAM Case Library267

The DP-SCREAM case library is shared with the E3SM SCM case library (Bogenschutz268

et al., 2020), which includes more than 25 cases ranging from continental and maritime269

deep convection to marine stratocumulus, mixed phase arctic clouds, and various flavors270

of shallow cumulus convection (see Tables 1 and 2 from Bogenschutz et al. (2020)). The271

IOP case library contains both well-established benchmark cases useful for gauging how272

SCREAM stacks up against other models as well as more modern cases for which novel273

observational constraints are available. For DP-SCREAM we have also added a radia-274

tive convective equilibrium (RCE, Wing et al. (2018)) case.275

Our library is continuously growing and users can keep up-to-date on current case276

offerings and specifics by visiting https://github.com/E3SM-Project/scmlib/wiki/E3SM-277

Intensive-Observation-Period-(IOP)-Case-Library. At this location users can clone the278

Github repository to obtain scripts to run each case. These scripts are very similar to279

those developed for the E3SM SCM; we chose to provide and maintain separate scripts280

for each particular case rather than producing a universal script that can be used to run281

all cases, which would require hardcoding the specifics of each case into the SCREAM282

infrastructure as a particular run configuration (known as a “compset” in the CAM/E3SM283

parlance). We find that providing unique scripts for each case provides more transparency284

relative to compsets, which hide all settings from the average user.285

Each script is set up to run with SCREAM’s default 3.25 km horizontal grid spac-286

ing in the x and y direction and with the domain size that is most appropriate for that287

case (e.g. a larger domain for deep convection and smaller domain for boundary layer288

clouds). However, domain size and resolution can easily be modified by the user via the289

namelist.290

3 Experiment Design291

To help us determine whether SCREAM is scale aware and scale insensitive we run292

five cases spanning a range of cloud and convection regimes. In addition, we run these293

cases for horizontal grid spacings ranging from 100 m to 5 km. The exact choice of res-294

olutions we select to run, including the domain size, is dependent on the actual case. For295

instance, cases which include deep cumulus convection will need to be run with a much296

larger domain than cases consisting primarily of boundary layer clouds. The specific do-297

main size and resolution that is run for each case is mentioned in the case description298

and summarized in Table 1. For this study we include two cases of deep cumulus con-299

vection (one maritime and the other continental), one shallow cumulus case, one marine300

stratocumulus case, and one mixed-phase arctic cloud case.301

We note that the primary motivating factor for this work is to assess the impacts302

of horizontal resolution sensitivity. Therefore, to eliminate any potential ambiguity in303

the results relating to time step, we choose to run each case with the same time step set-304

tings for all resolutions. All cases are run with SCREAM’s standard 128 vertical levels305
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as documented in Caldwell et al. (2021). We note that all cases at all resolutions are run306

with the exact same code base, tuning parameters, and parameterization suite.307

3.1 ARM97 - Continental Deep Cumulus Convection308

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) 1997 IOP occurred at the ARM309

southern great plain (SGP) site in June and July 1997. Similar to the predecessor IOP310

which took place in the summer of 1995, the ARM97 case features several distinct pe-311

riods characterized by a wide range of summertime weather conditions. The data from312

this IOP formed the basis for the ARM/GCSS case SCM and CRM intercomparison (Xu313

et al., 2002; Xie et al., 2002). The forcing data was developed using the constrained vari-314

ational analysis method described in Zhang and Lin (1997) and Zhang et al. (2001). This315

case features time varying forcing and prescribed surface sensible and latent heat fluxes.316

For this case, we nudge the u and v winds to observations using a three-hour time scale.317

The IOP forcing file in the DP-SCREAM library is a 26 day case, however, here318

we focus on an 8-day active period featuring several strong deep convective events, start-319

ing on 23 June, 1997. This case is run in a horizontal domain of 200 km (Khairoutdinov320

& Randall, 2003) in the x and y directions and run with ∆x = ∆y = 500 m, 800 m,321

1.5 km, 3 km, and 5 km. The physics and model time step is 50 s, while the dynamics322

time step is 2 s for all resolution settings. We note that due to the domain size and run323

duration of this case, we are unable to run with ∆x = ∆y = 100 m like we do for our324

boundary layer cloud cases. However, performing DP-SCREAM simulations at these fine325

resolutions for deep convection cases is something we plan to pursue in future work.326

3.2 GATE - Maritime Deep Cumulus Convection327

To simulate maritime deep cumulus convection we run the Global Atmospheric Re-328

search Program’s Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE, Houze Jr. and Betts (1981)),329

phase III. GATE was an extensive field experiment that took place over the tropical At-330

lantic Ocean with the goal to improve the basic understanding of tropical convection and331

its role in the global atmospheric circulation. This case has been used extensively for CRM332

and LES related studies (Khairoutdinov et al., 2009; Fu et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1992).333

GATE features time varying forcing with surface sensible and latent heat fluxes com-334

puted interactively. For this case, we nudge the u and v winds to observations using a335

three-hour time scale.336

The IOP forcing file in the DP-SCREAM library includes all 20 days of the GATE337

phase III, starting at 00Z 30 August 1974, and we run the case in its entirety. Similar338

to the ARM97 case, the horizontal domain is 200 km in the x and y directions and run339

with ∆x = ∆y = 500 m, 800 m, 1.5 km, 3 km, and 5 km. The physics and SCREAM340

time step is 50 s, while the dynamics time step is 2 s for all resolution settings.341

3.3 RICO342

The Rain in Cumulus over Ocean (RICO) field study (Rauber et al., 2007) is used343

to simulate precipitating maritime shallow convection. The RICO case is based on com-344

posite measurements over the trade-winds in the western Atlantic Ocean and the DP-345

SCREAM case setup follows that of the LES intercomparison study by vanZanten et al.346

(2011). The simulation starts with a 740 m deep sub-cloud mixed layer topped by a con-347

ditionally unstable layer. This case features steady state forcing with time constant sea348

surface temperature prescribed and the sensible and latent heat fluxes computed inter-349

actively.350

As per vanZanten et al. (2011) the RICO case is run for a duration of 24 hours.351

This case is run in a horizontal domain of 50 km in the x and y directions and run with352
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∆x = ∆y = 100 m, 500 m, 800 m, 1.5 km, 3 km, and 5 km. Unlike the ARM97 and353

GATE cases, RICO (as well as the remaining boundary layer cases to be described) uses354

a smaller domain and shorter run duration, which affords us the ability of running with355

horizontal grid spacings of 100 m. This allows us, as with the remainder of the bound-356

ary layer cloud cases to be described, to test how SCREAM handles simulations within357

the gray zone of turbulence. The physics and SCREAM time step is 10 s for this case,358

while the dynamics time step is 0.33 s. No nudging is applied for RICO simulations pre-359

sented in this paper.360

3.4 DYCOMS-RF01 Subtropical Marine Stratocumulus361

The first research flight (RF01) of the second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine362

Stratocumulus (DYCOMS; Stevens et al. (2003)) field study is used to evaluate SCREAM’s363

ability to simulate subtropical marine stratocumulus. DYCOMS-RF01 was a nocturnal364

research flight that took place in marine stratocumulus west-southwest of San Diego, Cal-365

ifornia in July 2001 and was the basis of an LES intercomparison study (Stevens et al.,366

2005). This case is often considered the gold-standard to evaluate a model’s ability to367

adequately represent marine stratocumulus, as it is characterized by presence of mean368

conditions that some theories suggest should have dissipated the cloud deck. Thus, it369

is considered a difficult case to simulate with fidelity as the tendency for most models370

and parameterizations - and even some LES - is to dissipate the cloud (Stevens et al.,371

2005; Zhu et al., 2005).372

As per Stevens et al. (2005) we run this case for a duration of four hours. This case373

features steady state forcing and prescribed surface sensible and latent heat fluxes. While374

the LES intercomparison of DYCOMS-RF01 and the official E3SM SCM case set up for375

RF01 (Bogenschutz et al., 2020) turns off the microphysics scheme, we choose to leave376

P3 active for this case so as to adequately test the scale sensitivity of the entire SCREAM377

cloud physics suite. This case is run in a horizontal domain of 50 km in the x and y di-378

rections and run with ∆x = ∆y = 100 m, 500 m, 800 m, 1.5 km, 3 km, and 5 km. The379

physics and SCREAM time step is 10 s for this case, while the dynamics time step is 0.33380

s. No nudging is applied for DYCOMS-RF01 simulations presented in this paper.381

3.5 MPACE-B382

The Mixed-Phase Arctic Cloud Experiment (MPACE) was conducted from 27 Septem-383

ber through 22 October 2004 over the Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation384

Measurement (ARM) Climate Research Facility on the North Slope of Alaska (Verlinde385

et al., 2007). The primary objectives of this field campaign were to collect a dataset suit-386

able to study the interactions between microphysics, dynamics, and radiative transfer387

in mixed-phase Arctic clouds. We run the MPACE-B case, which represents a 12 hour388

subset of a cold-air outbreak single-layer mixed phase cloud case and was the basis for389

an intercomparison study featuring more than a dozen CRMs and SCMs (Klein et al.,390

2009). Klein et al. (2009) found that virtually all models underestimated the cloud liq-391

uid water of this case by nearly a factor of three when compared to observations.392

MPACE-B features steady-state forcing and prescribed surface sensible and latent393

heat fluxes. This case is run in a horizontal domain of 50 km in the x and y directions394

and with ∆x = ∆y = 100 m, 500 m, 800 m, 1.5 km, 3 km, and 5 km. The physics and395

SCREAM time step is 10 s, while the dynamics time step is 0.33 s. No nudging is ap-396

plied for MPACE-B simulations presented in this paper.397

4 Results398

We will present results starting with our deep convection cases, ARM97 and GATE,399

respectively. Following this we will present results for our boundary layer cloud cases for400
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shallow cumulus convection (RICO), marine stratocumulus (DYCOMS-RF01), and then401

finally mixed-phase stratocumulus (MPACE-B).402

While the focus of this paper is to assess the horizontal resolution sensitivity of SCREAM403

we will also compare the quality of the overall simulations to observations or large eddy404

simulations, where available.405

4.1 ARM97 - Continental Deep Cumulus Convection406

Our ARM97 experiment design is described in section 3.1. Figure 1 displays the407

evolution of the domain averaged precipitable water and surface precipitation rate for408

all resolution configurations compared to observations taken from the 1997 ARM sum-409

mer IOP field campaign at the SGP site over the eight day simulated period. The ob-410

served temporal evolution of the precipitable water and surface precipitation are gen-411

erally well captured by the model configurations, with a few exceptions. All resolution412

configurations are too moist during the third day and all configurations seem to gener-413

ate too much precipitation during most of the convective events.414

However, the main intent of this paper is not a rigorous comparison of DP-SCREAM415

simulations with observations but to examine the horizontal resolution sensitivity. In this416

regard, we see the various resolution configurations are fairly robust as the differences417

due to resolution are negligible compared to the differences relative to observations. The418

largest differences for surface precipitation seem to occur during the first large convec-419

tive event. Though, we do note that the 500 m run tends to be a slight outlier in terms420

of the precipitable water and is slighter “wetter” than the rest of the simulations for the421

majority of the eight day run.422

Figure 2 displays the horizontally and temporally averaged cloud profiles for the423

entirety of the eight day simulation. While all simulations show the same general char-424

acteristics in terms of the cloud fraction (Fig. 2a), the 500 m run shows sensitivity in re-425

gards to the low-level (below 3 km altitude) cloud amount, whereas the 1.5 km simula-426

tion is an outlier in regards to the upper-tropospheric clouds. The low-level cloud sen-427

sitivity is further demonstrated when looking at the liquid cloud mixing ratio profiles428

(Fig. 2b). Whereas the simulations with ∆x > 1 km are robust within the boundary429

layer, the 800 and 500 m simulations produce significantly less cloud liquid, with a mono-430

tonic decrease as resolution increases. In addition, we see some sensitivity of cloud liq-431

uid between the model simulations at the mid-levels (3 km to 6 km in altitude), corre-432

sponding to cumulus congestus.433

Figure 2c displays the averaged cloud ice profiles. It is important to note that the434

P3 microphysics scheme includes snow in the cloud ice mixing ratio. In general, we see435

a reasonable agreement between the various configurations in terms of the magnitude,436

however it is clear that the 500 m simulation has a peak of cloud ice that is a bit lower437

in altitude when compared to the simulations at the kilometer scale. These results sug-438

gest that SCREAM is reasonably scale insensitive in regards to the representation of cloud439

properties for this case when run with grid sizes greater than 1 km, though there is an440

apparent sensitivity in its representation of shallow convective clouds when run with finer441

resolutions. This sensitivity will be explored more when we analyze the results of GATE442

and RICO.443

To gain an understanding of the scale awareness of SCREAM for continental deep444

convection, we examine the total moisture flux and how the partitioning is represented445

across scales. Figure 3a depicts the total moisture flux (w′q
′
t), which represents the sum446

of the resolved and sub-grid scale (SGS) contributions. Here we see robust agreement447

between the various resolution configurations, with some minor differences within the448

mid and lower layers of the troposphere. This is the type of behavior we would hope to449

see for a model that is scale insensitive. Examining how this total flux is partitioned be-450
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tween resolved and SGS contributions as the resolution changes, however, will give us451

insights on the scale awareness.452

Figures 3b and 3c display the SGS and resolved contributions of w′q
′
t, respectively.453

Unlike the total w′q
′
t, we would expect there to be differences in the partitioning of the454

SGS and resolved fluxes as resolution changes (Cheng et al., 2010). Indeed, we see that455

for the simulations with ∆x > 1 km SHOC is responsible for parameterizing the ma-456

jority of the vertical transport of water within the boundary layer. However, for the 800457

and 500 m resolutions, there is an inherent scale separation where the boundary layer458

turbulence and shallow convection is partially resolved and partially subgrid-scale. This459

is encouraging behavior as it demonstrates the hallmarks of a scale aware model in its460

ability to naturally partition between SGS and resolved processes as the resolution in-461

creases. This will be explored more in the following sections, especially when we exam-462

ine boundary layer cloud cases where we are able to run at 100 m horizontal resolution463

to capture the full spectrum of the boundary layer gray zone.464

The horizontally and temporally averaged differences in temperature and moisture,465

computed relative to observations at the ARM SGP site, are shown in Figure 4. The largest466

spread between the model configurations for temperature is in the lower troposphere.467

Generally, as model resolution increases the differences with observations becomes smaller.468

While it is intuitive that model performance is generally expected to become better as469

resolution increases, this also points to the need of possible improvements for the bound-470

ary layer parameterization (SHOC) to reduce the differences with observations at the471

coarser resolutions. The moisture differences between resolution configurations, however,472

generally tend to be greater in the mid-levels often where cumulus congestus is found.473

This is consistent with the relatively large spread between cloud liquid water at these474

levels.475

Finally, figure 5 displays the temporal evolution of the horizontally-averaged top-476

of-atmosphere shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF) and longwave cloud forcing (LWCF) for477

our five DP-SCREAM resolution configurations. SWCF and LWCF are two important478

metrics in climate models that are often tuned as resolution changes to maintain radi-479

ation balance. Thus, the hope is that SWCF and LWCF are minimally scale insensitive480

so that time-consuming retuning of the model is not necessary should the resolution of481

the global model change. While the phase between each simulation is generally in agree-482

ment, there are definitely differences in magnitude for some individual convective events,483

particularly for SWCF during the first three days. The mean SWCF and LWCF values484

for the simulated period are depicted in Table 2, which shows that the 500 m run is gen-485

erally the outlier for SWCF, with the remainder of simulations generally within a few486

W/m2 of each other.487

4.2 GATE - Maritime Deep Cumulus Convection488

Switching to maritime deep cumulus convection we focus on the GATE case, for489

which our experiment design is described in section 3.2.490

The evolution of the horizontally averaged total precipitable water and precipita-491

tion rate can be found in Fig. 6. Observations for precipitable water are not available492

for this case, therefore we focus on the sensitivity to horizontal grid spacing. Unlike the493

ARM97 case, where each resolution configuration was fairly robust for the representa-494

tion of precipitable water, here we see an apparent sensitivity when moving from 3 km495

resolution to 500 m, where a monotonic increase occurs.496

When examining the precipitation rate (Fig. 6b) we find that the 500 and 800 m497

simulations generally have good agreement with the estimated observed amount, albeit498

slightly overestimated. The remainder of the simulations, especially 3 km and 5 km, over-499

estimate the precipitation rate and show an apparent oscillatory behavior that does not500
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appear to be physical. This is interesting because Caldwell et al. (2021) found that SCREAM’s501

representation of tropical convection at 3.25 km was not very realistic as it was gener-502

ally unable to aggregate and could potentially be related to the oscillatory behavior we503

see in GATE. Caldwell et al. (2021) found that SCREAM tends to produce an abun-504

dance of precipitation clusters that are too small in size and with excessive rain rates505

when compared to observations. A more detailed process oriented study to investigate506

this problem could efficiently be carried out by DP-SCREAM in future work.507

The temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of cloud fraction, liquid water508

mixing ratio, and ice mixing ratio are displayed in Fig. 7. In terms of upper tropospheric509

clouds, while we see some differences in terms of the magnitude of cloud fraction and ice510

mixing ratio, the simulations are generally characteristically similar. The largest sensi-511

tivity in terms of the horizontal resolution resides in the low-level clouds and we note512

that this sensitivity appears to be larger than that found in our continental convection513

case. Unlike ARM97, which showed a robust representation of low clouds for our 1.5, 3,514

and 5 km cases (Fig. 2), in GATE we see a near monotonic decrease in the cloud amount515

mixing ratio and depth of the shallow clouds as the resolution increases for all of our ex-516

periments. This could represent an apparent sensitivity of SCREAM in the representa-517

tion of tropical shallow clouds, which will be explored in greater detail in section 4.3.518

Figure 8 displays the temporally averaged profiles of the total moisture flux (w′q
′
t)519

as well as the SGS and resolved components. The expectation for a model that is scale520

insensitive is that the total flux (Fig. 8a) is robust when the resolution changes. Gen-521

erally, we do see very good agreement between all of our simulations, however, the 500522

m simulation does exhibit a lower magnitude in the lower-to-mid troposphere when com-523

pared to the coarse resolution simulations. This is generally in agreement with our find-524

ings of the 500 m simulation producing fewer clouds and precipitation.525

The SGS and resolved profiles of w′q
′
t are displayed in Figures 8b and c, respec-526

tively. In terms of the SGS component, we see similar behavior to that of the continen-527

tal deep convective case, where the simulations with ∆x > 1 km are very robust and528

with an apparent scale separation happening when the resolution is reduced to 500 m,529

indicating that SCREAM’s SGS parameterization is doing less work as the resolution530

increases. In terms of the resolved transport, we see near equal contributions being pro-531

duced by each configuration whereas the expectation is for the magnitude to increase532

as the resolution increases. This suggests that the lower resolution configurations could533

artificially be too strong in the resolved scales, possibility due to underactive SGS rep-534

resentation and could be a contributor towards the resolution sensitivity seen in the low535

clouds (Bogenschutz & Krueger, 2013).536

Profiles of the differences in observed temperature and moisture over the twenty537

day run can be found in Fig. 9. In terms of temperature differences, there is remarkable538

agreement between each of the simulations which feature a warm bias in the lower tro-539

posphere, relatively unbiased mid-levels, and warm bias in the upper troposphere. Much540

larger sensitivity to resolution can be found when examining the differences in water va-541

por, especially in the boundary layer. While all simulations exhibit a fairly strong dry542

bias, the 500 m run is considerably more moist, which is in agreement with the analy-543

sis presented in Fig. 6. In general, Fig. 9b demonstrates, in addition to other analyses544

presented for this case, that the 500 m run has more skill in representing tropical con-545

vection when compared to the lower resolution counterparts run at 800 m to 5 km, which546

are resolutions that GCRMs are typically run at.547

Finally, Figure 10 displays the temporal evolution of LWCF and SWCF. In agree-548

ment with our analysis of ice clouds in Fig. 7, we see very little scale sensitivity with re-549

spect to LWCF, suggesting that high clouds in the tropics may not need significant re-550

tuning as SCREAM’s resolution is increased. In regards to the SWCF, we do see a bit551

more sensitivity to horizontal grid size for individual convective events, yet averaged val-552
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ues for SWCF and LWCF (Table 3) show fairly minimal scale sensitivity for simulations553

run with ∆x > 1 km, with a bit larger sensitivity for the 800 and 500 m simulations.554

4.3 RICO - Subtropical Precipitating Shallow Convection555

Though SCREAM’s default resolution of 3.25 km allows circulations associated with556

deep convection to be permitted, motions associated with shallow convection are still largely557

unresolved at this resolution (Cheng et al., 2010) and remains a challenge for GCPMs.558

The results from ARM97 and GATE suggest that SCREAM has a resolution sensitiv-559

ity when representing shallow convection. Therefore, we focus on Rain in Cumulus Over560

Ocean (RICO), which represents a maritime precipitating shallow convective regime (ex-561

periment design described in section 3.3). Unlike our previously examined GATE and562

ARM97 cases, we can afford to run a 100 m resolution case, which puts us in the range563

of what is typically considered to be a large eddy simulation (LES). Where available, we564

compare DP-SCREAM simulations against the LES mean and spread from vanZanten565

et al. (2011). In that study, they show that the LES ensemble average could plausibly566

reproduce the characteristics of the observed clouds, and thus we treat LES as a numer-567

ical benchmark for this case.568

The time evolution of the vertically integrated low cloud and cloud liquid water569

path is presented in Fig. 11. The LES mean and spread is characterized by a short spin-570

up period at the start of the simulation, which quickly transitions to a quasi-steady state571

of ∼20 percent cloud cover and 20 g/m2 of vertically integrated cloud water. In terms572

of the DP-SCREAM simulations, while it is apparent that all resolutions can adequately573

produce vertically integrated cloud water and cover that is characteristic of a shallow574

convective regime, there are some key differences between the simulations. The first is575

that the coarser resolution simulations, chiefly 3 km and 5 km, tend to produce higher576

values of vertically integrated cloud fraction and liquid water when compared to the higher577

resolution simulations. Secondly, the coarser resolution simulations also seem to suffer578

from a longer spin-up time with more of a quasi-oscillatory behavior when compared to579

the more steady state solutions provided by the high resolution DP-SCREAM simula-580

tions and LES. Though the high resolution 500 and 100 m DP-SCREAM simulations tend581

to achieve a steady state solution, we note that these simulations underestimate the ver-582

tically integrated low cloud and liquid water.583

More differences between the simulations emerge when we examine the vertical struc-584

ture of the clouds in Fig. 12. While all DP-SCREAM simulations produce cloud frac-585

tion and cloud liquid water magnitudes that are characteristic to that of shallow cumu-586

lus, there is sensitivity in regards to the vertical structure of the clouds. It is clear that587

the coarse resolution simulations (3 and 5 km) tend to simulate clouds that are too shal-588

low in vertical depth, with cloud tops that are nearly 1 km lower when compared to the589

LES ensemble. These results are consistent with the global simulation analysis presented590

in Caldwell et al. (2021). In fact, it is not until the resolution is increased to 100 m in591

DP-SCREAM when the representation of the vertical structure of the clouds is satisfac-592

tory. Furthermore, vanZanten et al. (2011) reports that most LES members have a dou-593

ble peak in cloud fraction and liquid water, one near cloud base and one near cloud top,594

which is not evident in any of the DP-SCREAM simulations.595

The temporally averaged profiles relating to the thermodynamic structure are pre-596

sented in Fig. 13, which shows clear differences among the DP-SCREAM simulations and597

compared to the LES ensemble. All SCREAM simulations are able to capture the well598

mixed sub-cloud layer and are in general agreement with LES, the exception being the599

100 m run which is too dry. The larger differences occur within the cloud layer, which600

is not surprising given the differences in the vertical extent of clouds in Fig. 12. It is ob-601

vious that the 100 m simulation is the only DP-SCREAM experiment that is able to ad-602

equately capture the sharp increase in static stability, as compared to the initial profile603
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(Figure 4 in vanZanten et al. (2011)), while the remainder of the simulations struggle604

to break through the conditionally unstable layer. This is likely a result of the SGS pa-605

rameterization to provide adequate countergradient gradient fluxes that cannot be com-606

pensated by the dynamics due to the coarse resolution of the 500 m to 5 km simulations,607

which cannot resolve the large eddies associated with shallow cumulus.608

The total moisture flux profiles and their partitioning between SGS and resolved609

components are presented in Figure 14. In terms of the simulation of the total flux, re-610

sults are consistent with the behaviors presented in Figures 12 and 13, where only the611

100 m simulation has reasonable agreement with the LES ensemble. Though, it should612

be noted that the 500 m to 5 km simulations are reasonably robust in their representa-613

tion of total w′q
′
t, even if the quality is poor. In addition, we find that even though DP-614

SCREAM struggles to capture some of the quantitative aspects of the trade cumulus regime615

with grid sizes of 500 m to 5 km, we do find that SCREAM is scale aware for this regime,616

depicted by the partitioning of SGS and resolved turbulent transports. This is encour-617

aging, but also strongly suggests that the quality of coarse resolution simulations and618

scale sensitivity across the gray zone could be improved by addressing issues of SGS rep-619

resentation of the shallow cumulus regime.620

4.4 DYCOMS-RF01 Subtropical Marine Stratocumulus621

As described in section 3.4, we run the first research flight (RF01) of the second622

Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS; Stevens et al. (2005))623

to examine SCREAM’s ability to simulate marine Sc using a wide range of resolutions.624

For this case, where available, we compare our results to the LES mean and spread that625

is presented in Stevens et al. (2005).626

The horizontally averaged time evolution of the vertically-integrated low cloud amount627

and liquid water path can be found in Fig. 15. For both of these variables, it is clear that628

SCREAM resolution sensitivity is small compared to inter-model spread in LES. All SCREAM629

simulations are able to maintain a near solid cloud deck, which was observed, through-630

out the four hour simulation (Fig. 15a). There is a bit more spread in the liquid water631

path (Fig. 15b) as the 800 and 500 m simulations have more cloud liquid than the re-632

mainder of the simulations, yet overall SCREAM simulations still have much less spread633

when compared to the LES ensemble.634

Figure 16 displays the horizontally and temporally averaged profiles from the last635

simulated hour for the SCREAM simulations and LES (for cloud liquid). We generally636

see good agreement among the SCREAM simulations, though with some subtle char-637

acteristic differences. For instance, the simulations with ∆x > 1 km tend to simulate638

a more solid cloud deck when compared to the simulations with ∆x < 1 km. In terms639

of the cloud liquid water, all SCREAM simulations produce more cloud when compared640

to the LES mean (Stevens et al., 2005) and generally falls within uncertainty of obser-641

vations. This is particularly impressive since SCREAM simulations have vertical reso-642

lution that is much coarser compared to that used in LES. The satisfactory simulation643

of marine Sc by DP-SCREAM is in agreement with the results of Caldwell et al. (2021).644

The representation of the liquid water potential temperature (θl) and total water645

mixing ratio (qt) vertical structures are presented in figure 17. While all SCREAM sim-646

ulations are able to reasonably produce the well mixed vertical structure when compared647

to the LES mean and spread, there are some differences. For example, all SCREAM sim-648

ulations tend to be a bit warmer than LES within the boundary layer and the simula-649

tions with ∆x > 1 km do not appear to be as well mixed in regards to qt within the sur-650

face level. In addition, there are differences near the boundary layer top in terms of the651

thermodynamics structure for the coarser simulations relative to the simulations with652

∆x < 1 km.653
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While the simulation of cloud characteristics for this case is relatively scale insen-654

sitive, the resolution range between 100 m and 5 km represents a large theoretical gap655

for this regime (Cheng et al., 2010); thus we need to determine if SCREAM can grace-656

fully handle the transition between parameterized and resolved turbulence. Figure 18657

displays the total, SGS, and resolved moisture flux for all SCREAM resolutions and LES658

(for the total flux). While the agreement for the total w′q
′
t is reasonable and mostly falls659

within the LES ensemble window, we do note that the simulations with ∆x < 1 km tend660

to have a stronger flux throughout the depth of the boundary layer when compared to661

the coarse resolution simulations.662

What we expect to be very different in the SCREAM simulations is how the SGS663

and resolved fluxes are partitioned as we move across scales. Figures 18b and c demon-664

strate that for the simulations with ∆x > 1 km nearly all of the turbulent transport is665

provided by the sub-grid scale SHOC parameterization, with little resolved. This is to666

be expected for this case given the scale analysis of Cheng et al. (2010). As we move to667

the 800 and 500 m resolutions we see that we are clearly within the gray zone of turbu-668

lence, with vertical transport partially resolved and partially SGS. Furthermore, at our669

LES-like horizontal resolution of 100 m we note that nearly all turbulence is resolved,670

with the exception of near the surface. The fact that SCREAM is able to adequately par-671

tition between parameterized and resolved turbulence across scales without any adjust-672

ments to the code, tunable parameters, or changes to the parameterization suite is very673

encouraging, with the benefits further discussed in the summary and discussion (section 5).674

4.5 MPACE-B - Mixed Phase Arctic Clouds675

Many climate and weather models tend to have difficulty simulating the observed676

frequency and persistence of Arctic mixed-phase clouds (e.g. Morrison and Pinto (2006)),677

thus we simulate MPACE-B (as described in section 3.5) to determine the scale aware-678

ness and sensitivity of SCREAM for this challenging cold-air outbreak case. Klein et al.679

(2009) presented results from an MPACE-B intercomparison study with many partic-680

ipating cloud resolving models (CRMs). They found not only a large spread among the681

CRMs, but that a large majority of these models underpredicted the liquid water path682

by a factor-of-three, though models with sophisticated microphysics agreed better with683

the observed values of liquid and ice water path.684

Table 4 represents the average values of cloud liquid and cloud ice water paths, over685

hours 4 through 12, for SCREAM simulations and the observed values reported in Klein686

et al. (2009), as well as the median value from the CRMs used in that study. In terms687

of liquid water path, we see that SCREAM simulations do not suffer from the large un-688

derestimate that plagued the CRM intercomparison study. Instead, SCREAM simula-689

tions tend to slightly overestimate this value. The 5 km and 100 m cases, which repre-690

sent opposite ends of the resolution spectrum, are the outliers that slightly underesti-691

mate the liquid water path when compared to observations. In terms of the ice water692

path, SCREAM simulations have little resolution sensitivity and slightly overestimate693

ice mass. It is important to note, however, that P3 microphysics includes suspended ice694

and snow as one species, which is likely contributing to the higher values reported here.695

The time evolution of the ice and cloud water paths are displayed in Fig. 19. In696

terms of the ice water path, all DP-SCREAM simulations have the same general char-697

acteristics, displayed by ice water that tends to increase over time. There is much more698

spread in terms of the liquid water path. As depicted by the averaged cloud liquid wa-699

ter values, it is clear that the 5 km and 100 m cases are relative outliers. The 100 m case700

simulates much less cloud liquid water, compared to the rest of the simulations, that ap-701

pears to slowly deplete over time. While this spread is much greater than that seen with702

the marine stratocumulus case, recall that the spread of SCREAM simulations is still703

less than that reported by the CRM intercomparison of Klein et al. (2009) and that all704
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simulations are in reasonable agreement with observations. However, it is a bit discon-705

certing that no apparent convergence with resolution is found.706

The vertical structure of the observed and simulated cloud fraction is presented in707

Fig. 20. The observed cloud fraction (Fig. 20a) is provided by two aircraft flights and708

ground based radar/lidar averaged over hours 4 through 12 of the case. The simulated709

cloud fraction profiles (Fig. 20b) show the SCREAM results as well as the mean and spread710

of the CRM intercomparison study. While the simulated SCREAM cloud profiles are fairly711

robust, it is clear that SCREAM tends to simulate cloud base and height at a higher al-712

titude than the CRM envelope. While it is not surprising that the characteristics of the713

simulated cloud profile are different between SCREAM and the CRM intercomparison,714

given the vastly different simulated liquid water paths, it is not clear if the SCREAM715

cloud profile agrees better with observations versus that of Klein et al. (2009). Though716

SCREAM simulates a cloud deck too high in altitude compared to the aircraft obser-717

vations, most simulations agree well with the radar/lidar profiles. The exception is the718

outlier 100 m case, which simulates a cloud deck too high in altitude compared to all ob-719

servational sources.720

Figure 21 displays the vertical structure of the temporally averaged cloud liquid721

and cloud ice mixing ratios for the SCREAM simulations. In general, we see reasonable722

agreement for simulations in the 5 km to 500 m range, though we note a subtle shift of723

the cloud deck upward in altitude as the resolution increases. This is made most appar-724

ent when comparing the cloud liquid profiles of the 5 km simulation with the 100 m sim-725

ulation. The 100 m simulation produces much less liquid water compared to most other726

simulations and with a much higher simulated cloud deck; both of which appear to be727

at odds with observations. Unfortunately, this is counterintuitive as we expect the sim-728

ulation quality to improve as resolution increases. Thus, SCREAM’s ability to simulate729

mixed phase clouds across scales clearly needs to be examined in greater detail. Never-730

theless, the ability of SCREAM to simulate cloud liquid amounts at all resolutions that731

are in decent agreement with observations is encouraging. While profiles of cloud ice all732

show the same general characteristics, there are differences related to the progressively733

increasing altitudes as diagnosed. In addition, the ∆x < 1 km simulations tend to pro-734

duce more ice than the ∆x > 1 km simulations.735

The thermodynamic profiles for each resolution are displayed in figure 22. In gen-736

eral, the 100 m simulation is the clear outlier for both temperature and moisture when737

compared to the rest of the simulations. The 100 m simulation is characterized by a re-738

duction of qt in the upper half the boundary layer, which Klein et al. (2009) note in nearly739

all their CRM simulations and comment that this is unrealistic behavior, due to the un-740

derestimate of ql. In this case, the coarser resolution simulations of 3 km and 5 km tend741

to produce the most well mixed boundary layer structures and the qt profiles appear to742

be the most realistic given that we would expect a smaller jump between qt in the cloud743

layer versus that in the sub-cloud layer (Klein et al., 2009). In terms of θl, the coarser744

resolution simulations, which tend to contain more cloud liquid water and less ice pre-745

cipitation, act to keep the boundary layer more well mixed. This is counter to the 100746

m simulation which has less cloud top cooling and more ice precipitation acting to show747

larger vertical gradients.748

The temporally averaged total, SGS, and resolved moisture fluxes (w′q
′
t) are dis-749

played in Fig. 23. While there is somewhat reasonable agreement in the total flux for750

most simulations (Fig. 23a), the 5 km simulations appears to be the outlier within the751

sub-cloud and cloud layer. When breaking down into components of SGS (Fig. 23b) and752

resolved (Fig. 23c) transports, we see the desired shift of energy from the SGS to resolved753

scales as the resolution increases. However, without energy spectra filter results from LES754

it is difficult to ascertain whether the magnitudes for each grid size is representative of755

what we expect or not and should be explored in future work.756
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The fact that a significant portion of transport is being carried out by resolved scales757

at the 5 km and 3 km simulations may be a bit unrealistic for a boundary layer cloud758

case such as MPACE-B and could potentially point to deficiencies in SCREAM’s SGS759

turbulence scheme to handle this regime. Nonetheless, it is interesting that the simula-760

tions with greater SGS contributions (1.5 km, 3 km) tend to produce the most realis-761

tic cloud and thermodynamic structures. The 100 m simulation, on the other hand, which762

relies very little on SGS transport, tends to have the most unrealistic simulation which763

could point to deficiencies that need to be addressed with the microphysics scheme. There764

is potential that deficiencies exist in both the microphysics and turbulence schemes and765

compensating errors between the two are leading to more acceptable solutions for the766

0.8 to 3 km range.767

Nonetheless, while SCREAM certainly struggles in some aspects to simulate the768

MPACE-B case across scales, the satisfactory solution of clouds at many resolutions (in-769

cluding the default SCREAM resolution of 3.25 km) and less spread when compared to770

the CRM study of Klein et al. (2009) is encouraging.771

5 Summary and Discussion772

In this paper we develop a doubly periodic version of the SCREAM model that we773

call DP-SCREAM. Since SCREAM is a GCPM, it is therefore far more computation-774

ally expensive when compared to conventional GCMs, which often support very efficient775

configurations known as single column models to aid in model analysis at the process776

level and debugging of model development. Thus, DP-SCREAM fills the need and serves777

as SCREAM’s proxy for a SCM-like utility, which offers rapid feedback of model per-778

formance at the process level.779

One of the major benefits of SCREAM is that it allows the user to choose the model780

domain and grid size on the fly. This is unlike changing the resolution of a global model,781

which often requires time consuming generation and testing of the necessary input files.782

In DP-SCREAM, this is trivial and allows for one to easily explore the resolution sen-783

sitivity of the model. While SCREAM is currently run globally with a grid spacing of784

3.25 km in the horizontal, higher resolutions are expected as computational capabilities785

advance. Even in the near term, scientists will likely run SCREAM with regional mesh786

refinement that pushes towards the sub-kilometer scale within their regions of interest.787

DP-SCREAM can give indications of how SCREAM will perform at these resolutions788

and what tuning (or code) requirements may be necessary as the resolution is pushed789

into uncharted territories.790

In this paper we run DP-SCREAM for five cases, spanning a range of cloud regimes,791

and for grid sizes ranging from 100 m to 5 km. It is common for GCPMs to be run with792

horizontal grid sizes anywhere from 1 to 5 km. However, we choose to run many of our793

simulations at scales in which large eddy simulations are typically run to see how SCREAM794

handles moving across the “gray zone” of turbulence. In this work, we seek to answer795

two questions: 1) Is SCREAM scale aware and 2) is SCREAM scale insensitive?796

Is SCREAM scale aware? We believe that we can conclusively say that SCREAM797

is a scale aware model based on the fact that it can reasonably partition between resolved798

and SGS transports as we move across scales. As an example, using the results from the799

marine stratocumulus case of DYCOMS-RF01, at 3 and 5 km resolution the vertical trans-800

port of moisture is almost completely parameterized by SHOC. As the resolution is in-801

creased towards 100 m, SHOC gradually shuts off while allowing resolved dynamics to802

take over. This general behavior is true for all cases examined in this paper. Whether803

or not the partitioning between SGS and resolved scales is of the correct magnitude for804

each grid size and case is an open question, however, and subject to further research and805

analysis using observations and LES.806
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This scale awareness is significant because it means that we can increase the res-807

olution of SCREAM (either globally or in RRM mode) without the need of manually shut-808

ting off or swapping out parameterizations, avoiding any tricky ambiguities typically as-809

sociated with gray zone modeling. It also means that it may be possible to use DP-SCREAM810

as an LES process model, though much validation would be needed to make this a re-811

ality. We believe that any GCPM using a PDF-based parameterization such as SHOC,812

Cloud Layers Unified by Bi-normals (CLUBB) (Golaz et al., 2002), or Intermediately813

Prognostics HOC (CHENG & XU, 2008) would likely be scale aware. However, many814

GCPMs use simple turbulence closures that were intended to be used at LES scales (Khairoutdinov815

& Randall, 2003) and are generally not scale aware at CRM resolutions (Bogenschutz816

& Krueger, 2013). We encourage other modeling centers to investigate the scale aware-817

ness of their GPCMs using a doubly periodic configuration.818

Is SCREAM scale insensitive? Unfortunately, this question cannot be answered as819

cleanly as the former question as it appears to be regime dependent. While all cases ex-820

perience at least some degree of scale sensitivity, stratiform clouds are the least sensi-821

tive to horizontal resolution. This is especially encouraging for the DYCOMS-RF01 case822

as the LES intercomparison study (Stevens et al., 2005) found a large sensitivity between823

the participating members, whereas the SCREAM model was generally robust while mov-824

ing across scales.825

The largest sensitivity in SCREAM is associated with the shallow convective regime.826

This is demonstrated by the results of RICO and the ARM97 and GATE cases when ex-827

amining the lower troposphere; though it appears to be particularly exacerbated for trop-828

ical and subtropical oceanic cases. For simulations with ∆x > 1 km SCREAM tends829

to produce shallow clouds that contain too much cloud water and are too shallow in depth.830

In other words, they appear to have characteristics of broken stratocumulus clouds. This831

is in agreement with the preliminary global assessment presented in Caldwell et al. (2021),832

so on one hand it is encouraging that DP-SCREAM can replicate biases seen in the global833

model. As the resolution decreases to ∆x < 1 km for these cases, DP-SCREAM tends834

to simulate shallow convective clouds that are in better agreement with LES and obser-835

vational reference, with clouds that are deeper in vertical extent. This suggests that SHOC,836

which serves as SCREAM’s parameterization for shallow cumulus, should be improved837

or tuned to reduce the scale sensitivity seen in shallow convective regimes.838

In general, the simulation of deep cumulus convection is relatively robust when SCREAM839

is run with ∆x > 1 km, as represented by results of precipitation, top of atmosphere840

radiative fluxes, and upper-level clouds. However, some sensitivity can be seen when SCREAM841

is run with ∆x < 1 km. This sensitivity appears to be introduced when SCREAM goes842

from a grid spacing of 1.5 to 0.8 km, representing an apparent scale separation. Indeed,843

this is often the gap where deep convection goes from being merely “permitted” to “re-844

solved”. The results related to our findings on scale sensitivity means that SCREAM will845

likely need some degree of retuning if resolution is changed globally, but it would likely846

be modest if that resolution is kept between 1 and 5 km and more substantial if reso-847

lution is reduced below 1 km.848

While the priority of this paper was not to produce an in detail analysis of DP-SCREAM849

with observations or LES, we note that SCREAM does a credible job of simulating a wide850

range of cloud regimes as it seems to perform as well as previous CRM studies. The ex-851

ception, however, is shallow cumulus convection. In addition, we note the general be-852

havior that SCREAM simulations do appear to get better as resolution increases. While853

this result is not surprising, the exception to this rule appears to be for mixed phase Arc-854

tic clouds. For the MPACE-B case the majority of the simulations agree quite well with855

observations, yet the 100 m case produces cloud that is generally considered to be too856

high in altitude with smaller than observed cloud liquid water values. This apparent and857

unusual sensitivity could suggest a need to examine potential deficiencies with the mi-858

crophysics treatment within SCREAM. In addition, while the 100 m RICO simulation859
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produces much better cloud characteristics and thermodynamic structure than the lower860

resolution simulations, when compared to LES, it suffers from a dry bias in the repre-861

sentation of cloud liquid water.862

Using a doubly periodic configuration of SCREAM we were able to address many863

questions pertaining to the SCREAM model. By running a particular model at a range864

of resolutions it not only provides information for how that model may perform glob-865

ally at different resolutions, but also provides key information for its default resolution.866

Thus, we highly encourage other modeling centers to develop and support doubly pe-867

riodic configurations for their GCPM.868
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of the horizontally averaged a) total vertically integrated pre-

cipitable water and b) precipitation rate over the 8 day simulation of the ARM97 case starting at

00Z 23 June 1997 for SCREAM simulations and observations taken at the Southern Great Plains

(SGP) site.
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Figure 2. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) cloud fraction, b) cloud liquid

mixing ratio, and c) cloud ice mixing ratio for the SCREAM simulations at various horizontal

resolutions for the ARM97 case averaged over the entire eight day simulation.
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Figure 3. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of the a) total, b) subgrid-scale

(SGS), and c) resolved moisture flux (w′q
′
t) for the ARM97 case averaged over the entire eight

day simulation.
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Figure 4. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) difference from observed tem-

perature and b) difference from observed water vapor for the ARM97 case averaged over the

entire eight day simulation.
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Figure 5. Temporal evolution of the horizontally averaged a) longwave cloud forcing and b)

shortwave cloud forcing for the SCREAM simulations over the 8 day simulation of the ARM97

case.
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Figure 6. Temporal evolution of the horizontally averaged a) total vertically integrated pre-

cipitable water and b) precipitation rate over the 20 day simulation of the GATE case starting at

00Z 30 August 1974 for SCREAM simulations and observations. Precipitation observations are

estimated by vertical integration of the observed moisture sink (Q2) budget.
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Figure 7. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) cloud fraction, b) cloud liquid

mixing ratio, and c) cloud ice mixing ratio for the SCREAM simulations at various horizontal

resolutions for the GATE case averaged over the entire 20 day simulation.
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Figure 8. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of the a) total, b) subgrid-scale

(SGS), and c) resolved moisture flux (w′q
′
t) for the GATE case averaged over the entire 20 day

simulation.
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Figure 9. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) difference from observed tem-

perature and b) difference from observed water vapor for the GATE case averaged over the entire

20 day simulation.
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Figure 10. Temporal evolution of the horizontally averaged a) longwave cloud forcing and b)

shortwave cloud forcing for the SCREAM simulations over the 20 day simulation of the GATE

case.
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Figure 11. Temporally evolution of the horizontally averaged a) vertically-integrated low

cloud and b) liquid water path for the SCREAM simulations (colored curves) over the duration

of the 24 hour simulation of RICO. The black curve represents the LES mean from vanZanten et

al. (2011), the dark shading represents the central half of the LES spread, while the light shading

represents the full spread.
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Figure 12. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) cloud fraction and b) cloud

liquid mixing ratio for the RICO case, averaged over the last four hours of the case. LES results

follow that as explained in Fig. 11.
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Figure 13. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) cloud fraction and b) cloud

liquid mixing ratio for the RICO case, averaged over the last four hours of the case. LES results

follow that as explained in Fig. 11.
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Figure 14. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of the a) total, b) subgrid-scale

(SGS), and c) resolved moisture flux (w′q
′
t) for the RICO case averaged the last four hours of the

case. LES results follow that as explained in Fig. 11.
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Figure 15. Temporally evolution of the horizontally averaged a) vertically-integrated low

cloud and b) liquid water path for the SCREAM simulations (colored curves) over the dura-

tion of the 4 hour simulation of DYCOMS-RF01. The black curve represents the LES mean

from Stevens et al. (2005), the dark shading represents the central half of the LES spread, while

the light shading represents the full spread.
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Figure 16. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) cloud fraction and b) cloud

liquid mixing ratio for the DYCOMS-RF01 case, averaged over the last simulated hour. LES

results follow that as explained in Fig. 15. Points denote observations, with bars representing the

uncertainty.
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Figure 17. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) cloud fraction and b) cloud

liquid mixing ratio for the DYCOMS-RF01 case, averaged over the last simulated hour. LES

results follow that as explained in Fig. 15.
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Figure 18. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of the a) total, b) subgrid-scale

(SGS), and c) resolved moisture flux (w′q
′
t) for the DYCOMS-RF01 case averaged over the last

simulated hour. LES results follow that as explained in Fig. 15.
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Figure 19. Temporal evolution of the horizontally averaged a) cloud ice mixing ratio and b)

cloud liquid over the 12 hour simulation of the MPACE-B case for the SCREAM model simula-

tions.
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Figure 20. a) Observed cloud fraction profiles as presented in Klein et al. (2009) and b)

temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of cloud fraction from the SCREAM simulations

averaged over hours 4 to 12. The observation panel depicts the fraction of time at each height

cloud was observed from remote sensors and two aircraft flights over the period of 1700 UTC 9

October to 0500 UTC 10 October 2004. In panel b) the solid black line indicates the mean from

participating cloud resolving models (CRM) presented in Klein et al. (2009) with the dark shad-

ing representing the central half of the CRM spread and the dark shading representing the full

spread of the CRMs.
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Figure 21. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) cloud liquid mixing ratio

and b) cloud ice mixing ratio for the MPACE-B case, averaged over hours 4 to 12 of the model

simulations.
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Figure 22. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of a) liquid water potential temper-

ature and b) total water mixing ratio for the MPACE-B case, averaged over hours 4 to 12 of the

model simulations.
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Figure 23. Temporally and horizontally averaged profiles of the a) total, b) subgrid-scale

(SGS), and c) resolved moisture flux (w′q
′
t) for the MPACE-B case averaged over hours 4 to 12 of

the model simulations.
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Table 1. Specifics of the various cases used in this study. Note that all cases use the standard

128 vertical level configuration. The GATE and ARM97 cases are run with ∆x = ∆y = 500 m,

800 m, 1.5 km, 3 km, 5 km, 10 km, and 16 km while the DYCOMS-RF01, MPACE-B, and RICO

cases are run with ∆x = ∆y = 100 m, 500 m, 800 m, 1.5 km, 3 km, 5 km.

Case Regime Run Horizontal Physics Dynamics Nudging
Name Duration domain size time time

step (s) step (s)

ARM97 continental 8 d 200 x 200 km 50 2 U,V
deep cumulus

GATE maritime 20 d 200 x 200 km 50 2 U,V
deep cumulus

DYCOMS-RF01 marine 6 hr 50 x 50 km 10 0.33 none
stratocumulus

MPACE-B mixed-phase 12 hr 50 x 50 km 10 0.33 none
arctic

stratocumulus
RICO maritime shallow 24 hr 50 x 50 km 10 0.33 none

cumulus
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Table 2. Temporally averaged values of shortwave and longwave cloud forcing over the simu-

lated eight day period of the ARM97 case for each resolution.

DP-SCREAM Shortwave Cloud Longwave Cloud
resolution Forcing (W/m2) Forcing (W/m2)

500 m -55.8 44.0
800 m -58.6 44.7
1.5 km -59.1 44.4
3 km -61.5 46.5
5 km -57.5 47.9
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Table 3. Temporally averaged values of shortwave and longwave cloud forcing over the simu-

lated twenty day period of the GATE case for each resolution.

DP-SCREAM Shortwave Cloud Longwave Cloud
resolution Forcing (W/m2) Forcing (W/m2)

500 m -54.7 42.1
800 m -54.9 41.0
1.5 km -53.9 40.5
3 km -53.0 40.2
5 km -55.4 40.4
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Table 4. Average liquid water and ice water paths from hours 4 through 12 of MPACE-B case

from SCREAM simulations and observations. The observed values represents the averaged ob-

served value from a blend of aircraft and ground-based observations as reported in Klein et al.

(2009). We note that SCREAM ice water path values includes both non-precipitating ice and

snow since P3 microphysics does not distinguish between the two. The Median Intercomparison

CRM values reflect those reported by Klein et al. (2009).

Case Liquid Water Ice Water
Path (g/m2) Path (g/m2)

Observations 160 15
Median Intercomparison CRM 57 29

DP-SCREAM 100 m 132 24
DP-SCREAM 500 m 174 24
DP-SCREAM 800 m 180 22
DP-SCREAM 1.5 km 180 21
DP-SCREAM 3 km 179 20
DP-SCREAM 5 km 150 21
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Open Research869

The software used to produce simulations presented in this paper can be found at870

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7218009, while the data used in the analysis of the pa-871

per can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7218014.872
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